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Vestal the guide watch

Selling out the login for the ABC Directory price is a premium watch with multi-sensor digital motion surrounded by a 48mm 316L surgical grade stainless steel case and scratch-resistant K1 crystal. The animation is characterized by an instant height that is read with a graph for height gains. The barometer is ready to alert you if your
attempt at the top is a poor decision with the storm warning indicator. Digital compass, when paired with a two-way rotating bezel, will hold your for a quick reference hand. The custom belt is 22mm wide polyurethane, featuring outstanding patents, adjusted OKTOLOCK system and 316L surgical grade, stainless steel buckle. All cases,
belt and clamp contact points take advantage of screws down, stainless steel parts for greater durability. Finally 10 ATMs water resistance means the guide can withstand the basic forces that can occur during river crossings or high Alpine thunderstorms while also providing temperature reading in and out of the water. Polyurethane
material case size measurements: 48mm - Movement: Digital Height | Barometer | Compass — Case: 48mm wide 316L stainless steel case — band: 22mm wide polyurethane with through screws — buckle: through bolt 316L stainless steel — crystal: K1 metal crystal — water resistance: 10 ATMs / surfing, swimming &amp; snorkeling —
Altertime — scale with weather forecast — digital compass carry ing read — rotating top loop for signal digital time scale — Alarm, date functions - 28 city /Universal time and DST - 24-hour stopwatch - programmable 100 hour countdown timer - adjustable LCD contrast el - adjusted Oktolock system - user-accessible battery hatch - 10
ATMs / 100 meters - custom packaging - custom titanium survival whistle charging information availability Canada, US discounted charging policy discounted charging $10.00 item $1 0.00 Each additional ship in 2-3 weeks (i) COVID - 19 notice : Our shipping times may be longer than shown as changing COVID-19 restrictions affect
delivery services. Know that our loyalty teams continue to send the product daily and we take extra precautions to ensure their safety. Thank you for your patience and understanding. Return policy final sale, ineligible to return or cancel top reviews most top recent reviews [VESTAL GUIDE WATCH: ALTIMETER | COMPASS ] Vestal
Manual Watch is a distinct digital movement and multi-sensor surrounded by a case of 316L surgical 48mm and 316L and ultra-scratch-resistant K1 crystal. The animation is characterized by an instant height that is read with a graph for height gains. The barometer is ready to alert you if your attempt at the top is a poor decision with the
storm warning indicator. Digital compass, when paired with a two-way rotating bezel, will hold your for a quick reference hand. Custom belt is a wide polyurethane 22mm featuring outstanding patent, adjusted OKTOLOCK system 316L surgical grade, stainless steel buckle. All cases, belt and clamp contact points take advantage of screws
down, stainless steel parts for greater durability. Finally, at-10 water resistance means that the guide can withstand the basic forces that can occur during river crossings or thunderstorms in the high Alps. Specifications::: Case: 48mm wide 316L stainless steel band case: 22mm wide polyurethane with screws: through BOLT 316L
stainless steel crystal: K1 metal crystal movement: digital height | Barometer | COMPASS WATER RESISTANCE: 10 ATM / 100 METERS WRIST: MEDIUM OTHER::: ALTIMETER BAROMETER WITH WEATHER FORECAST DIGITAL COMPASS / BEARING READ OUT ROTATING TOP RING FOR BEARING REFERENCE DIGITAL
THERMOMETER TIME, ALARM, AND DATE FUNCTIONS 28 CITY / WORLD TIME AND DST 24 HOUR STOPWATCH PROGRAMMABLE 100 HOUR COUNTDOWN TIMER ADJUSTABLE LCD CONTRAST EL BACKLIGHT MODIFIED OKTOLOCK SYSTEM USER ACCESSIBLE BATTERY HATCH 10 ATM / 100 METERS CUSTOM
PACKAGING CUSTOM TITANIUM SURVIVAL WHISTLE vestalwatch.com / @vestalwatch Sold Out Login for Price The Guide is a premium, multi-sensor digital movement surrounded by a 48mm 316L surgical-grade stainless steel case and an ultra, scratch-resistant K1 crystal. The animation is characterized by an instant height that is
read with a graph for height gains. The barometer is ready to alert you if your attempt at the top is a poor decision with the storm warning indicator. Digital compass, when paired with a two-way rotating bezel, will hold your for a quick reference hand. All cases, belt and clamp contact points take advantage of screws down, stainless steel
parts for greater durability. Finally 10 ATMs water resistance means the guide can withstand the basic forces that can occur during river crossings or high Alpine thunderstorms while also providing temperature reading in and out of the water. Additional included rubber and nylon NATO style straps. — Model #: GDEDP08 - Motion: Quartz -
Diameter Case: 48mm — Thickness Case: 15.5mm — Material Case: Stainless Steel - Crystal Materials: Metal - Demand Color: Black - Waterproof: 100M - Material Bracelet: Silicone - Status: New — Original Papers: Yes — Type: Original Shipping Information Canada, Canada U.S. Discounted Shipping Policy Reduced Shipping $10.00
First Item / $10.00 per additional ship in 2-3 weeks (i) COVID-19 notice: Our shipping times may be longer than shown as COVID-19 changes restrictions affecting delivery services. Know that our loyalty teams continue to send the product daily and we take extra precautions to ensure their safety. Thank you for your patience and
understanding. Return policy final sale, not eligible to return or cancel there was an error in processing your order. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, or its subsidiaries
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